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Abstract. Deliberation-driven reflective sequences, or DDRSs, are cin-
ematic idioms used by film makers to convey the motivations for char-
acters adopting a particular course of action in a story. We report on
an experiment where the cinematic generation system Ember was used
to create a cinematic sequence with variants making different choices for
DDRS use around a single decision point for a single character.
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1 Introduction

One important aspect of visual narrative is character development. Understand-
ing the deliberations that a character undergoes when deciding between com-
peting goals or courses of action is one key aspect of the insight viewers gain on
a character’s personality and growth. Conveying the mental processes involved
in those deliberations is key to portraying character personality to a narrative
consumer. In written narratives this can be done through the use of an internal
monologue or by a narrator explicitly describing a character’s internal thought
processes. In film, storytellers typically use internal shots, close ups of characters,
to signal to the viewer that characters are thinking. Cinematographers use spe-
cific shots, usually cut-away shots – shots that briefly cut to some other content
and cut back to the previous context – to indicate what it is that the character
is thinking about. Cut-away shots help to break up otherwise long static shots,
make the sequence more interesting, and (most relevant to this paper) display
relevant information to the viewer or audience [1].

The work described in this paper seeks to provide experimental insight into
the ways that visual narrative making use of internal shot/cut-away filmic idioms
may impact the comprehension of viewers. Previous work by Cassell [4] has
developed a computational method for generating these types of idioms in the
context of comic panels and machinima, but questions remain about when a
generation system should make use of these idioms and what the likely cognitive
consequences on viewers would be from their use.
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The system Ember [3], a visual discourse generator developed by Cassell, is a
narrative discourse generation system that reasons about character decision mak-
ing to construct a discourse that can communicate character decision-making to
the viewer. Ember’s generative capability was specifically developed to be able
to create cinematic sequences that effectively convey these decision making pro-
cesses using what they call a reflective sequence, the pattern of an internal shot,
some number of cut-away shots, followed by another internal shot. When the
internal shots occur during a deliberation by the character being filmed, and the
content of each cut-away shows some aspects of the story world relevant to the
deliberation, Cassell calls these shot sequences deliberation-driven reflective
sequences, or DDRSs. While Ember has demonstrated the ability to generate
shot sequences that meet the structural definition of a DDRS, no clear empirical
evidence exists that shows the impact on a viewer’s comprehension of the story
that results from the inclusion of DDRSs in Ember cinematics.

In order to better understand how DDRSs play a role in audience inferences
around action choice, we designed an experiment that would compare viewer
reports of their inferences across a range of similar machinima sequences, where
each cinematic varied only by the presence/absence/content of a DDRS. As we
describe below, that experiment showed little differentiation in effect between
the various DDRSs that were generated. While the experiment does not shed
light on the impact of DDRSs, it does a) provide a methodology for leveraging
machinima to explore narrative film comprehension and points to a number
of specific revisions to needed follow-on experiments that will provide better
experimental control.

2 Background and Related Work

Current cinematic generation research typically falls into one of two main cat-
egories: 1) work that focuses on the low-level problems of camera placement,
direction, focus, and angle and 2) work that views cinematic generation as a
narrative discourse construction problem. Systems that focus on the low level
problems typically use constraint solvers or intelligent agents [6, 2, 13, 8]. They
make use of knowledge around film-making developed and articulated by cineam-
tographers (e.g., [11]), such as the rule of thirds or not crossing the line, to guide
camera shot selection.

One such system is the one developed by Christianson et. al. [6] that encodes
cinematic idioms, or standard sequences of shots, into a declarative camera con-
trol language (DCCL). Christie and Normand [7] designed an interactive system
which allows the viewer to see similar shots that are created based on cinematic
principles. Lino [10] created a system that automatically generated cinematics by
breaking a virtual space into what was called director volumes. The goal was to
encode knowledge of cinematic principles into spaces in the world so the system
would be able to place the camera accurately for low level shot manipulation.
Work by Wu et. al. [14] has created the Film Editing Patterns (FEP) language.
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This was designed to formalize standard cinematographic techniques and styles.
The language specifies FEP constructs that constrain shot sequence features.

Systems that view cinematic generation as narrative discourse construction
use methods similar to those in the natural language generation community.
Darshak [9], for example, views cinematics as a hierarchical structure similar to
how the work of Moore and Paris [12] views discourse. This hierarchical structure
uses abstract and base shots to encode cinematic principles. Darshak then uses
a decompositional planner to create a shot sequence using these abstract shots
and their decompositions into base shots[5].

The Ember system [3, 4] expands on ideas developed in Darshak, consisting of
a partial-order, causal link planner [15] extended with the capability to reason
about character decision making during cinematic generation. This reasoning
leads to discourse structure intended to help maintain the salience of references
to past events, characters or objects that can contribute to the explanation
of characters’ action-centered decision-making processes. In the experiment de-
scribed below, we leverage Ember’s ability to generate cinematics containing shot
sequences that convey DDRSs. The shot specifications created by Ember make
assumptions about the inferences drawn by human viewers, and the evaluation
seeks to characterize those inferences as a means to further support Ember’s
expressivity.

3 Brief Summary of the Experiment

The experiment described here sought to gauge the extent to which inclusion
of DDRSs in cinematic sequences can affect a viewer’s comprehension of char-
acters’ decision-making processes. In this experiment, we showed viewers a cin-
ematic sequence constructed by hand but whose story and discourse structure
was created automatically by planning systems (In the case of the discourse,
the structure was created by Ember). Subjects were divided into five treatment
groups, and each treatment group viewed a cinematic story that differed from
other groups only in the inclusion of a DDRS that focused on a decision made
by the story’s protagonist around his future plan for action. After viewing the
cinematic, we asked subjects to characterize their judgment about why the pro-
tagonist decided on his course of actions. We then compared their judgments
with the presence/absence/content of the DDRS they saw to gauge the DDRS
impact.

Questions presented to subjects were written to specifically ask why actions
had happened in the story. The possible answers were presented as still frames
from the cinematic that conveyed specific actions, and subjects were asked to
rank the set of still images in order of best answer to worst answer. Ten ques-
tions were asked. The first question was concerning the character decision. The
next nine were a combination of three causal ancestor questions, three temporal
questions, and three causal descendant questions.
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87 paid participants were recruited on Amazon Turk and randomly assigned
to one of five treatment groups. 25 recruited subjects were excluded due to
incomplete surveys for a total of 62 participants.

Each participant viewed the cinematic assigned to their treatment group.
After viewing the cinematic, participants were asked to complete a survey. The
survey questions asked subjects to select actions that pertained to causal and/or
motivational relationships between actions they had seen occur in the cinematics.
These actions were presented as still frames showing a representative moment of
each relevant action as portrayed previously in the cinematic they viewed.

In this study, we sought to evaluate whether the participants would rank an-
swers that relate to the actions present in the conveyed decision sequences higher
than the alternate actions that were not. To do this, we ran a Wilcoxon rank sum
test between groups for the ranks of each relevant answer to the first question.
We also wanted to evaluate whether the participants would rank answers that
relate to the actions present in the conveyed decision sequences higher than their
rankings for the same actions if no DDRS was conveyed. To do this, we ran a
Wilcoxon rank sum test between groups for the ranks of the same answers.

Interestingly, for all but one of the comparison groups, the comparisons be-
tween groups resulted in no significant differences.

4 Discussion and Future Work

We found the lack of significant difference between groups surprising, as we felt in
particular that the two of our treatment groups conformed to Hollywood conven-
tions that clearly indicate distinct interpretations about the cause of characters’
choices for action.

Two reasons why none of the different DDRS situations, including both con-
trol groups, resulted in any significant differences may be:

1. Uncontrolled structural or semantic aspects of the stories designed for the
experiments may influence subjects’ attribution of a character’s motivation.

2. DDRS do not play the role in prompting inferences that we assumed they
do.

It may be the case that there are underlying semantics around the sources
for the character’s motivation that are uncontrolled for in our design. Also, it
may be that DDRSs are not able to shift a viewer belief of a character’s decision
making.
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